
Phonology

The following phonological analysis is based on that of Jan Voorhoeve (1959, 61, 64) but is extended

in a few areas such as syllable patterns and nasalization. Voorhoeve's and this analysis are essentially

the same except for certain terms used to describe the vowels (Figure 2) and several features of the

practical orthography (Section 13).

1.1 Phonemes

The segmental phonemes of Saramaccan have much in common with the phonemes of the languages

on which it is based. This includes such African features as double stops /gb/, /kp/, prenasalized stops

/nd/, /mb/, /ng/, /ndz/, contrastive tone (see 1.1.4).

1. /gb/

/kp/

/nd/

/mb/

/ng/

/nd2/

[gbamba-gwamba] gbamba-gwamba2

[kpata-kwata] kpata-kwata

[ndeti] ndeti

[mbeti] mbeti

[ngoto] ngoto

[ndzu] ndtfu

'meat, game'

'spider monkey9

'night'

'animal'

'ditch'

'legume sort'

1.1.1 Consonants

The analysis of the consonants of Saramaccan (Figure 1) was proposed by Voorhoeve (1959). My
analysis (cf. Rountree 1972) essentially agrees with his.



1.1.2 Vowels

The following vowels were proposed by Voorhoeve (1959) and Rountree Q972). However,
Voorhoeve does not use the terms bright and muffled to describe the vowel qualities.



There are two types of low tones: a fixed (e.g. /ldgdsd/ 'turtle') and a changing (e.g. /w6su/ 'house').

The changing low tones change to high in certain grammatical structures (e.g. /Di wosu bigi/ The house

is big'). The fixed low tones never change (e.g. /Di ldgdsd bigi 'The turtle is big.'). Most words have

one high tone and one or more low tones. A few words and ideophones may have more than one high

tone and one or more low tones (Voorhoeve 1962, Rountree 1972). See Sections 2.1.3.8, and 3.6.12 for

examples.

1.2 Syllables

Stems in Saramaccan are composed of one to seven syllables. Syllables of any pattern may occur at

any position in the stem. The possible structures for syllables may be represented as follows:

(C) VI (V2) (N)

Saramaccan Syllable Structure

There are restrictions on the V2 constituents of the syllable [The second vowel tends to be a repeat of

the first vowel or a high vowel]. N represents nasalization of the syllable and is explained above.

1.3 Practical Orthography

Examples in the remainder of this paper will be written in the practical orthography. Symbols used

in the practical orthography differ from the phonemic symbols only in the following: hi = '6', /€/ = 'e',

and /y/ = 'j', /N/ = syllable final n or m. Tone is not represented for the following reasons: (1) testing

has shown that words are made clear by their syntactic context; (2) the morpheme tone distinctions are

canceled out by syntactic tone sandhi in normal speech.
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